Manager’s Report by Mike Langley

Financial Report by Celeste Lilley

Water Reclamation Facility

- The 2014 improvements for the WRF are essentially complete. The following items and issues remain to be fully addressed:
  1. The programming is currently not complete
  2. Spare parts are coming from Taurus Controls
  3. Gorman Rupp needs to install some gages
  4. Ciccanti is replacing an aerator motor that has a seal leak
  5. The new monitoring well remains incomplete
  6. The O&M manual has not been delivered
  7. The As-built drawings have not been delivered

- Al Friedli, the programmer, said he would not be charging SWD for an ongoing service fee. However there may be times in the future when problems remain unresolved through electronic access and a service call may be required. We are paying an extra five dollars per month for a “static address” for the WRF olypen account.

- The new reclaimed water filter project awaits the connection of a new analyzer.

- Troy Smith has agreed to harvest the spray field again this year. He’ll start with silage in April and try to cut some hay over the summer.
Meter Setters

- Scott is installing water meter setters in Divisions 11, 17 and assorted missed individual residences.

Water Consumption Metering Results

Note: No Readings are available yet for February, the following numbers are for January

- Readings from our water meters on occupied single family residential lots in SunLand for the last 30 days averaged 112 gallons per day. The average daily consumption, based on an annual average per connection, is in the neighborhood of 200 gallons.
- The SG&CC facility has averaged 658 Gallons per day over the last 30 days, compared to a historical average daily consumption of approximately 1000 gallons.

Other

- It has been great having Wallene working at the water district office. She’s been a huge help in getting a grasp on the new Vision software and accounting programs. We’re continuing to re-organize the office. Sorry, there’s no elevator in the current plan.
- Division 17 wants everyone to know how much Scott is appreciated and what a great job he is doing there!